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Synopsis

Ben is a transformed man with a spring in his step, a smile on his face, and a fresh outlook on life. He owes it all to Alexa and her willingness to step outside her comfort zone for the sake of his natural, hormone based treatment. She's so willing, in fact, that Ben begins to wonder about how far she'd go, if gently coaxed. After all, they've already progressed over the basic hurdles, and the therapy has done wonders to bring them closer together. She's the woman of the house, but that doesn't matter when it comes to something like this, or so Ben tries to tell himself. It's impossible to avoid succumbing to temptation when it's irresistible. Unfortunately for Ben and Alexa, this particular temptation brings with it a flood of confusing emotions that don't fit into neat categories or fade into the background. Is what they're doing wrong, or even, taboo?
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